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X MAKING THINGS TALK

For a couple of decades now. computer scientists have
used the termobject·onented programming to refer to
a style of software development In which programs and
subprograms are thought of as objects. Like physical
objects. they have properties and behaviors. They inherit
these properties from the prototypes from which they
descend. The canonical form of any object in software is
the code that describes its type. Software objects make it
easy to recombine objects in novel ways. You can reuse a
software object. if you know its Interlace, the collection of
properties and methods that its creator allows you access
to (and documents, so that you know how to use them). It
doesn·t matter how a software object does what it does,
as long as it does it consistently. Software objects are
most effective when they're easy to understand and when
they work well with other objects.

In the physical world, we're surrounded by all kinds of
electronic objects: clock radios. toasters, mobile phones.
music players. children's toys, and more. It can take a
lot of work and a significant amount of knowledge to make
a useful electronic gadget. It can take almost as much
knowledge to make those gadgets talk to each other in
useful ways. But that doesn't have to be the case. Electronic
devices can be - and often are - built up from modules
with simple, easy·to·understand interfaces. As long as you
understand the interfaces, you can make anything from
them Think of it asobJect·onented hardware. Understand
ing the ways in which things talk to each other is central to
making this work. It doesn't matter whether the object is a
toaster, an email program on your laptop, or a networked
database. All of these objects can be connected if you can
figure out how they communicate. This book is a guide to
some of the tools for making those connections.
X

" Who This Book Is For
This book is written for people who want to make things talk to other things. Maybe you're

a science teacher who wants to show your students how to monitor weather conditions at

several locations around your school district simultaneously, or a sculptor who wants to

make a whole room of choreographed mechanical sculptures. You might be an industrial

designer who needs to be able to build quick mockups of new products, modeling both

their forms and their functions. Maybe you're a cat owner, and you'd like to be able to play

with your cat white you're away from home. It's a primer for people with little technical

training and a lot of interest. It's for people who want to get projects done.

The main tools in this book are personal computers. web
servers, and microcontrollers, the tiny computers inside
everyday appliances. Over the past decade. microcontrollers
and the programming tools for them have gone from being
arcane items to common, easy-to-use tools. Elementary
schOOl students are using the tools that graduate students
were baffled by only a decade ago. During that time, my
colleagues and I have taught people from diverse back
grounds (few of them computer programmers) how to use
these tools to increase the range of physical actions that
computers can sense. interpret. and respond to.

In recent years. there's been a rising interest among
people using microcontrollers to make their devices not

only sense and control the physical world. but also talk to
other things about what they're sensing and contrOlling.
If you've built something with a Basic Stamp or a Lego
Mindstorms kit, and wanted to make that thing communi·
cate with other things you or others have built. this book
is for you. It is also useful for software programmers
familiar with networking and web services who want an
introduction to embedded network programming.

If you"re the type of person who likes to get down to
the very core of a technology, you may not find what
you're looking for in this book. There aren·t detailed code
samples for Bluetooth or TCP/IP stacks, nor are there
circuit diagrams for Ethernet controller chips. The
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Chapter 3 introduces a more complex network: the
Internet. It covers the basic devices that hold it together,
and the basiC relationships between devices. You'lI see the
messages that underlie some of the most common tasks
you do on the Internet every day, and learn how to send
those messages. You'lI write your first set of programs to
allow you to send data across the Net based on a physical

activity in your home.

In Chapter 4. you'lI build your first embedded device. You'lI
get more experience with command-line connections to
the Net. and you'll connect a microcontroller to a web
server without using a desktop or laptop computer as an
intermediary.

Chapter 5 takes the Net connection a step further by
explaining socket connections, which allow for longer
interaction. In this chapter. you'll/earn how to write a
server program ot your own that you can connect to from
an embedded device, a personal computer, or anything
else connected to the Net. You'lI connect to this server
program from the command line and from a microcon
troller, in order to understand how devices of different
types can conned to each other through the same server.

Chapter 6 introduces wireless communication. You'll learn
some of the characteristics of wireless. along with its
possibilities and limitations. Several short examples in this

chapter enable you to say "'Hello World!" over the air in a
number of ways,

Chapter 7 offers a contrast to the socket connections
of Chapter 5. introducing message-based protocols like
UDP on the Internet and ZigBee and 802.15.4 for wireless
networks, Instead of using the client-server model used in
the earlier chapters, here you'lIlearn how to design con
versations where each object in a network is eQual to the
others. exchanging information one message at a time.

Chapter 8 is about location. It introduces a few tools
to help you locate things in physical space. and some
thoughts on the relationship between physical location and
network relationships.

Chapter 9 deals with identification in physical space and
network space,!n that chapter. you'll learn a few tech
niQues for generating uniQue network identities based on
physical characteristics. You'll also learn a bit about how a
networked device's characteristics can be determined.

In the appendices, you'll find a few extra pieces that weren't
appropriate to the main chapters. but that are very useful
nonetheless. You'll also find a list of hardware and software
resources for networked projects. In the tinal appendix,
you'll find code listings for all of the programs in the book.

X

" On Buying Parts
You'll need a lot of parts for all of the projects in this book. As a result. you'll learn about

a lot of vendors. Because there are no large electronics parts retailers in my city, I buy

parts online all the time. If you're lucky enough to live in an area where you can buy from

a brick-and-mortar store, good for you! If not. get to know some of these vendors,

Some of them. like Jameco (www.jameco.com). Digi-Key
(www.digikey,com).andNewark(www,newarl<inone.com:
their sister company in Europe is Farnell, www.farnell.
com), are general electronics parts retailers. and sell many
of the same things as each other. A fuliUst of suppliers is
listed in Appendix B. If a part is commonly found at many
retailers, it is noted. Other parts are specialty parts, available
from only one or two vendors I've noted that too. Feel free
to use substitute parts for things you are familiar with,

Because it's easy to order goods online, you might be
tempted to communicate with vendors entirely through
their websites, Don't be afraid to pick up the phone as well.
Particularly when you're new to this type of project. it
helps to talk tosomeone about what you're ordering. and to
ask Questions. You're likely to find helpful peopie at the end
of the phone line for most of the retailers listed here. In
Appendix B, I've listed phone numbers wherever possible.

Use them.,
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Figure 1-2
n.. Proell$$irli Itditor window.

••

Software Tools

Processing
The multimedia programming environment used in this

book is called Processing. Irs based on Java, and made for

designers. artists, and others who don't need to know

all the gory details of programming, but want to get

something done. It's a useful tool fOf explaining program·
ming ideas because it takes relatively little Processing

code to make big things happen. such as opening a

network connection. connecting to an external device
through a serial port, Of controlling a camera through

FireWire.lt's a free, open SCJUfCe tool available from

www.processing.Ofg.Becauseit'sbasedOl1Java.youcan
include Java classes and methods in your Processing

programs. It runs on Mac OS X, Windom. and Linux,

so almost anyone can run Processing on their favorite

operating system. If you don't like working In Processing,

you sl'louJd be able to use the code samples here and

their COI'l'VneOts as pseudocode fOf whatever multimedia

environment you prefer. Once you've downloaded and

installed Processing 011 your computer. open the applica'
tion. You'n get a screen that looks like Figure 1·2.

IrH;re's your first Processing

program. Type this into the editor

window, and press the Run button on

the top left·hand side of the toolbar:

prlntln("llello \ol::Irld! \nOj ;

,

'

It's not too flashy a program. but irs a classic. It
should print Hello World! in the message box at

the bottom of the editOf window. It's that easy.

Programs in Processing are called sketches, and all the

data for a sketch is saved in a folder with the sketch's

name. The editor is very basic, without a lot of clutter to

get in your way. The toolbar has buttons to run and stop

a $ketch. create a new file. open an existing sketch. save

the current sketch. or export to a Java apple!. You can also
export your sketch as a standalone appUcation from the

File menu. Files are normally stored in a subdirectory of

your Documents folder clliled Processina. but you can save

them wherever you prefer if you don·t like them there.
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mines the voltage at the connection between them. If you
connect the analog-to-digital converter of a microcon
troller to this point. you'lI see a changing voltage as the
variable resistor changes. You can use any kind of variable
resistor: photocells. thermistors, force-sensing resistors.
flex-sensing resistors, and more.

The potentiometer. shown in Figure 1-18. is a special type
of variable resistor. It's a fixed resistor with a wiper that
slides along the conductive surface of the resistor. The
resistance changes befween the wiper and both ends of
the resistor as you move the wiper. Basically. a poten
tiometer (pot for short) is two variable resistors in one
package. If you connect the ends to voltage and ground.
you can read a changing voltage at the wiper.

Most of the circuits in this book will be shown on a bread
board. By default. the two side rows on each side of the
board will be used for power and ground lines, typically
+SV for power. On most of the boards, you'll notice wires
connecting each of fhe side rows to two of the top rows.
For some projects. the board will be powered from a Wiring

or Arduino module or USB power. so there will be no need
lor a voltage regulator. For others. you will need one, I use
separate wires rather than connecting from one side to
the other directly. so that when I need a voltage regulator.
it can be added easily. Figure 1-19 shows a board with and
without a regulator.

There are many other circuits you'lllearn in the projects
that follow. but these are the staples of all the projects.

X
Input voltage

f------ To mieroeontroller
digital input

Figure 1-16
Digital inputlo a microcontrOlle'_
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" It Ends with the Stuff You Touch
Though most of this book is about the fascinating world of making things talk to each

other, it's important to remember that you're most likely building your project for the

enjoyment of someone who doesn't care about the technical details under the hood.

Even if you're building it only for yourself, you don't want
to have to fix it all the time. All that matters to the person
using your system are the parts that she can see, hear,
and touch. All the inner details are irrelevant if the physical
interface doesn't work. So don't spend all of your time
focusing on the communication between devices and
leave out the communication with people. In fact. it's best
to think about the specifics of what the person does and

sees first.

There are a number of details that are easy to overlook,
but are very important to humans. For example, many
network communications can take several seconds or
more. In a screen·based operating system, progress bars
acknowledge a person's input and keep her informed as
to the progress of the task. Physical objects don't have
progress bars, but they should incorporate some indicator
as to what they're doing - perhaps as simple as an LEO
that gently pulses while the network transfer's happening.

or a tune that plays.

Find your own solution, but make sure you give some
physical indication as to the invisible activities of your

obiects,

Don't forget the basic elements, either. Build in a power
switch or a reset button. Don't forget a power indicator.
Design the shape of the object so that it's clear which
end is up. Make your physical controls clearly visible and
easy to operate. Plan the sequence of actions you expect
a person to take. and layout the physical affordances for
those actions in a sensible sequence. You can't tell people
what to think about your object - you can only show them
how to interact with it through its physical form. There
may be times when you violate convention in the way you
design your controls. perhaps in order to create a chal·
lenging game, or to make the object seem more "magical."
but make sure you're doing it intentionally. Always think
about the participant's expectations first.

By including the person's behavior in your system planning,
you solve some problems that are computationally difficult.
but easy for human intelligence to solve. Ultimately, the
best reason to make things talk to each other is to give
people more reasons to talk to each other.

x
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" Making the Connection: The Lower Layers
You're already familiar with one example of serial communication, between a microcon

troller and a personal computer, In Chapter 1. you connected an Arduino module to a

personal computer through the computer's USB port. If you're working with a different

microcontroller such as Parallax' Basic Stamp, you probably made the connection using

a serial-to-USB converter, or used an older PC that still had a 9-pin serial port. That
simple connection involved two serial protocols,

First, there's the protocol that the microcontroller speaks.
called TTL serial:

• Physical layer
The Arduino module receives data on digital 1/0 pin 0,
and sends it out on pin 1.

• Electrical layer
It uses pulses of 5 volts or 0 volts to represent bits.

• Logical layer
A 5-volt signal represents the value 1. and a O-volt signal
represents the value O.

• Data layer
Data is sent al9600 bits per second. Each byte contains
8 bits. preceded by a start bit and followed by a stop bit
(which you never have to bother with).

• Application layer
At the application layer. you sent one byte from the PC to
the Arduino and processed it. and the Arduino sent back
one byte to the PC.

But wait. that's not all that's involved. The 5-volt and O-volt
pulses didn·t go directly to the PC. First they went to a
serial-to-USB chip on the board that communicates using
TTL serial on one side. and USB on the olher.

Second. there's USB. the Universal Serial Bus protocol.
It ditters from TTL serial in many ways:

• Physical layer
USB sends data on two wires. called Data+ and Data-.
Every USB connector also has a 5-volt power supply line
and a ground line,

• Electrical layer
The signal on Data- is always the polar opposite of what's
on Data+. so that the sum of their voltages is always zero.
Because of this. a receiver can check for electrical errors
by adding the two data voltages together. If the sum isn't
zero, the receiver can disregard the signal at that point.

• Logical layer
A +5-volt signal (on Data+) or -5-volt signal (on Data-)
represents the value 1. and a O-volt signal represents the
valueO.

• Data Layer
The data layer Of USB is more complex than TTL serial.
Data can be sent at up to 480 megabits per second. Each
byte contains 8 bits, preceded by a start bit and followed
by a stop bit. Many USB devices can share the same pair
of wires, sending signals at times dictated by the control
ling PC. This arrangement is called a bus (the B in USB). As
Ihere can be many devices on the same bus. the operating
system gives each one its own unique address. and sees
10 it that the bytes from each device on Ihe bus go to the
applications that need them.

• Application layer
At the application layer. the USB-to-serial converter on

the Wiring and Arduino boards sends a few bytes to the
operating system to identify itself. The operating system
then associates the hardware with a library of driver
software that other programs can use to access data from
the device.

All thaI control is transparent to you, because the computer's

USB controller only passes you the bytes you need. The
USB chip on your Arduino board presents itself 10 the
operating system as a serial port. and sends data through
the USB connection at the rate you choose (9600 bits per
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f=.f .i""'] USB: An Endless Source of Serial Ports

One 01 the great things about micro<::onlroUers is that

because they're cheap.you Can use many of them,

rorexample, in a project with many sensors, you can either

write a complex program on Ihe microcontroller to re<td
them all, 0< you can give each sensor lis own microcon·

troller, If you're Irying to get all the inlormation Irom those

,",nsors into a personal computer, you might think it's easier

10 use one microeontroller, because you've got a limited

number of serial ports, Thanks to use, however. that's not

the case. II your microcontroller speaks use, or if you'lIt! got

a use·lo-serial adapto< fo< it. you can just plug it in and it

will show up In the operating system as another serial port.

For example. il you plUj three Ardulno modula inlo the

same computer throuth a use hub. you'll get three new
serial ports, named somethint like this on Mac OS X:

loevJtty,usbserial-SBll

loev/tty.usbserial-S611

IdevJtty.usbserial-SB14

second. in the example in Chapter 1).

One more protocol: if you use a BASIC Stamp or another

microcontroller with a non·USB serial interface, you

probably have a g·pin serial connector connecting your

microcontroller to your PC. or to a USB·to·serial adaptor.

This connector, called a DB-9 or D'sub-9 connector, is a

standard connector lor another serial protocol. RS·232.
RS·232 was the main serial protocol lor computer serial

connections belore USB, and it's still quite common on

many computer peripheral devices:

• Physical layer

A computer with an RS·232 serial port receives data on

pin 2. and sends it out on pin 3. Pin 5 is the ground pin.

• Eleetrlcallayer
RS·232 sends data at two levels: 5 to 12 volts, and -5 to
-12 volts.

• logiC<lllayer
A 5 to 12 volt signal represents the value O. and a -5 to -12

volt signal represents the value 1.

In Windows, you'd see SOfTIething like COMS, COM9, COMIO.

II you're using a microconlrollerthat doesn't have its own

USB·ta-serlal cooverter, you can buy one for about 515

10 $40 - Keyspan (WVIW.keyspan.com) and 10Gear (WVIW.

iogear,com) sell decent models. You can gel a USB·to·TTL
serial cable from FTOI for aboul $20 (part numberTTL·232R,

also available from Mouser.com), and SparkFun sells a bread·

board USB-to' serial module for about 515 (part number BOB·
00718). The SparkFun module is shown in a circuit in Figure

2·4. The other converters are self·('l(planatory.

LIke Ihe MAX3323 circuit. this circuit is a handy lesting

circuit for some of the radio and Ethernet modules you'll see

in Ihe chaplers that follow that have TTL serial interlaces. In
fact. it's the delault circuillor interlacing Ihese devices to a

computer in this book, If your compuler doesn'l have USB,

you can use the MAX3323 circuit instead. You can also use

lhe MAX3323 circuit in conjunction with the commercially

available USB·to·serial adaptors menlioned above.

NOTE.: Note Ihallhis logic is the reverse of TTL serial. II's referred

to as inverted logic. Most microconlrollers have the capacity to

send serial dala usinlf inverted or true 101lic.

• Data layer
This is the same as TTL's. 8 bits per byte with a start and

stop bit.

So why is it possible to connect some microconlrollers.

like the BASIC Stamp or the BX·24. directly to RS-232
serial ports? It is because the voltage levels of TIL serial.

oto 5 volts. are just barely enough to register in the

higher RS-232 levels. and because you can invert the

bits when sending or receiving from the microeontroller.

RS·232 doesn·t carry any of the addressing overhead 01

USB, so it's an easier protocol to deal with. Unfortunately.
it's becoming obsolete, so USB·to·serial converters are

increasingly common tools for microeontroller program·

mers, Because Wiring and Arduino both have an integrated

USB·to-serial converter, you can just plug them into a

USB port.
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Cut a small slit in each of the monkey's armpits to insert

the sensors. If you don't want to damage the monkey, you

can use tie-wraps or tape to secure the sensors to the
outsides of his arms, The sensors need to be positioned

so that thK movement is consistent. so you should add
some sort of support that keeps them in position relative

to each other, A piece of flexible modeling wire wi. do the

job nicety, Make sure that both the sensors are facing

the same direction. because flex 5et\SOf'S give diHerent

readings when flexed one direction than they do when

flexed the other direction. Insulate the connections well.

because the foam inside the monkey might generate
considerable static electricity when he's moving, Hot glue

will do the job nicely.

Make sure that the sensors and electrical connections

are stable and secure before you start to wor1t on code.
Debugging is much harder it the electrical connectJOOS
aren't consistent.,

Flrunl 2·7

Astable suwort for the s.en$Q(s is Msentlal if )'O<J wanl good

teadlf18S from them. Oncti )'O<J know your support works.
ITlOIIa it inside the monkey and IMt it.
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II Lilst but not least. add the scoring
display. To do thIS. add two new global
Vilriill:lles before the setup(} method:

II Then add two lines before the
end of the setupO method 10 initialize
the font

II Finally. add two lines bef()(e the
end of the draw(} method to display
the scores;

Now you can play Monski pong! For
added excitement. get a secood pink
monkey and put one sensor in each
monkey so you can play with a friend.

NOTE: You can find II <:omplete listing for

this program in APPfndlK C,

Pfont IIJ'font;
Int fontSize • )6;

/I crutt a font If1tll tilt third font ;wallilblt to tilt systtll:

PFont IIIyFont • cruUFont(PFont.l 1stO [21. fontSlze);

ttKtFont(myFontj:

/I print the SCOI"n;

text(le1tScore, fontSize, fontSizt):

text(rilhtSCore, If1dtll·fontSlze. fontSizd:

" Flow Control
You may notice that the paddles don't move as smoothly onscreen as Monski"s arms
move, Sometimes the paddles seem not to move at all for a fraction of a second,

and sometimes they seem to lag behind the actions you're taking. This is because

the communication between the two devices is asynchronous.

Although they agree on the rale at which data is
eKchanged, it doesn't mean that the receiving computer's
program has to use the bits al the same lime as Ihey're
sent. Monitoring the incoming bits is actually handled by
a dedicated hardware circuit. and the incoming bits are
stored in a memory buffer called the serial buller until
the current program is ready to use them, Most personal
computers have a buffer thai can hold a couple thousand
bytes. The program using the bits (Proces5ing. in the
prevkxJs example) is handling a number 01 other tasks,lIke

redrawing the screen. handling the math that goes with it.
and sharing processor lIme with other programs through
the operating system, It may get bytes from the buffer less
than a hundred times 21 secood. even though the bytes are
coming in much faster.

There's anotller way 10 handle the communication
between the two devices that can alleviate this problem.
If Processing asks for dala only when it needs it. and II
the microconlroller only sends one packel of data when
It gels a request for data. the two will be in tighter sync.
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In the past few years. a wide array of commercial appli·
ances has come on the market that can connect directly
to tne Internet without the aid of a personal computer.
Companies like D-Lir*. Sony. Axis. and others make
security cameras with networtl interfaces. both Ethernet
and Wi-Fi. Ceiva. eStarling. and others make picture
frames with Wi·Fi connections to which you can upload
images from the Net. Ambient Devices makes lamps and
displays of various sorts that connect to the Net and
change their appearance based on changes in inf()(mation
like stock man<et data. weather. and other scalar quanti
ties. Cable television set top boxes are computers in a
small box. capable of routing streams of audio. video. and
data all at the same time. In lact. the operating system in
your set·top box might even be a variation of the same
LinuJl operating system that's running on your network

provider's web hosting machine. Home alarm systems are

made up 01 networks of microcontrollers that talk among
themselves. with one that can communicate with a central
server. usuaRy oYeI'" phone lines using a modem.

All of these appliances engage in networked communica'
tion. The simplest ones handle only one transaction at
a time. requesting information from a server and then
waiting for a response. or sending a single message in
response to some physical event. Others manage multiple
streams of communication at once. allowing you to surf
the web while watching televiSiOn. The more processing
power a given device has, the I1'lOf"f1 it can handle. For many
applications, however. you don't need a lot of processing
power. because the device you're making has only one or
two functions.
X

" Introducing Network Modules
It's possible to write a program for a microcontroller that can manage all the steps of
network communication. from the physical and data connections to the network address

management to the negotiation of protocols like SMTP and HTTP.Acode library that

encompasses all the layers needed for network connections is called a network stack, or

TCP/IP stack. However, it's much easier to use a network interface module to do the job.

There are many such modules on the market. with varying
prices and features. Just as you can choose how technical
you want to get when you pick a mictocontroller p1atfOflTl.
you can also choose your lechnicallevel when you pick a
network controller. Some modules. like Rabbit Semicon·
ductor's RabbitC()(e processors. come with all the source
code for a TCP/IP stack, and eJlpect you to modify it for
your needs and program the device yourself. This module
is powerful. but has a steep learning curve. Others have a
stack programmed into their flfl1lWlll'"e. and present you
with a serial. teloet. ()( web-based interlace. These are
much simplef 10 use. The web interface gives you access
from the browser of your perso4lat computer. the teloet
Interface gives you access from a server ()( your personal
computer; and the serial interface gives you access from a
microcontroller.

The projects ill this chapter. and some of the others
later in the book. use a family of network modules from
lan!roniJl; the Micro. the XFort. the WiMicro. and the
WiPort. These are seriaJ·to--Ethernet modems; as you'll see
shortly. they work much like the Bluetooth modems you
used in Chapter 2 but have a different serial protocol. The
Micro and the XPert require a wired connection on both
the serial side and the Ethernet side. The WiMicro and
WiPort are wireless counterparts of the Micro and xPort.
respectively. Of the four. the XPort is the least expensive
and the smallest. about the size of a normal Ethernet
jack that you'd finct in a computer. Irs not designed to be
used with a sotderless breadboard, though. so you have
to make your own printed circuit board for it. ()( buy one.
The WiPert also requires you to make your own board. The
Micro and the WiMicro are in the middle of the price range.
and both have a more convenient physical interface that
can be connected to a breadboard with relative ease.
X
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,

'

When a router assigns addresses to de\ok:es
connected to it. it masks part of the address

space so that those devices can use only addresses in the
same subnet as the router itself. For example. if the routef"
Is going to assign only addresses in the range 192.168.1,2

through 192J68.1254. it masks 0tIt the top three numbers
(octets). This is called the netmask. or subnet mask. In
your PC's network settings. you'll see it written as a lull
network address. like so: 255.255.255.0, In the lantroni:l:
modules. tell the module the I'lUIT\be( of bits for the netmas!<.

II To set a mask equC"-,C,.-oCtCt-o------,,-..-"'-.-....--,-,-,-.-'-u-'Qr Host Part (lFdefaUlt>-'-.-..-------

255.255.255.0. use the value 8:

For now, don't worry about the telnet
contig password, You can set it later if
you want to.

II Once you've entered the previous
settings, cnoose option 1 from the
menu, This configures the serial
settings, as follows. You'll use the
default 9600 bits per second. for now:

II The IIF (interface) mode sets the
additional parameters of the serial
communiCation: 8 bits per byte, no
parity, one stop bit. These settings are
covered tJy the default value. 4C:

You're not going to use hardware
!low control. so the default. 00. turns
it off:

II Following is the number the
network port number that will be
connected to the device's serial port.
Unless you need a specific port. use
the default port 10001:

II Next comes the ConnectMode_
This parameter controls now the
module reacts when it gets network
connections. Setting D4 tells it to allow
all incoming oomectlons. and when it
gets an incoming connection. it should
send a response out the serial port. You'n
see this in acbon shortly.

Il&ldratt (9689) ?

IIF I100t (4C) ?

now (ee) ?

/'on No (ll'lEl91) ?
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microcontroller sets
meter voltage using PWM

Figure 4-S
The networked air quality meter.
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Control the Meter Using the Microcontrotler
First. you need to generate a changing voltage from the
microcontro\ler to control the meter. Microcontrollers
can't output analog voltages. but they can generate a
series of very rapid on-and-off pulses that can be filtered
to give an average voltage. The higher the ratio of on-time
to off-time in each pulse. the higher the average voltage.
This technique is called pulse width modulation (PWM).ln
order lor a PWM signal to appear as an analog voltage. the
circuit receiving the pulses has to react much more slowly
than the rate of the pulses. For example. if you pulse width
modulate an LEO. it will seem to be dimming. because
your eye can·t detect the on-off transitions when they
come faster than about 30 times a second. Analog voltme
ters are very slow to react to changing voltages, so PWM
works well as a way to control these meters. By connecting
the positive terminal of the meter to an output pin of the

microcontroller and the negative pin to ground and pulse
width modulating the output pin. you can easily control the
position of the meter.

Figure 4-6 shows the whole circuit for the project. The
Lantronix module is connected to the microcontroller's
serial pins. You'lI use it and the LEOs in the steps that

follow.

A II yo<J'"" hooked this circuit up. you probably

won't blt able to program the microcontroller. because the

Lantronix is using the same serial pins that are used by

the USB interface. To program the board, yo...·11 Me<! to

disconned the RX pin (pin 0 on the Arduino).
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" Serial-to-Ethernet Modules: Programming
and Troubleshooting Tools
You probably hit a number of problems in making the connections in the last section.

Perhaps you wired the transmit and receive connections backwards, or perhaps you got

the IP configuration wrong. Probably the most challenging thing about troubleshooting

your problems was that there was no clear indication from the Micro module that
anything had happened at all. This is the norm when you're working with these modules,

or with just about any embedded modem-style module that you build yourself. This

section covers a few things you should always check. and a few tools that will help you

solve problems. These principles apply whether you're using the Lantronix modules or

some other embedded network module.

The Three Most Common Mistakes

Power and Ground
Always check whether you have made the power and
ground connections correctly. If you're lucky. the module
you're using will havt! indicator lEDs that light up when
irs working properly. Whether it does or not. check the
voltage between power and ground with a meter to make
sure you've got it powered correctly.

Transmit and Receive
Confirm that you've got the module's transmit pin wired to

the receive pin of your serial port or microcontroller. and
vice versa. If you don·t. you'Uget nothing either way.

Configuration
If you're sure about the hardware connections, check
the device's configuration to make sure it's all correct. In
the case of the Lantronix modules, is the IP address you
entered one that's on your subnet? Is the router address
correct? Is the netmask?

The Lantronix devices. like many modems. can be config
ured from either end. So far you've seen how to configure
them through the serial port, by holding down the x key in
the serial terminal while you reset the module. Remember,
you can also telnet into port 9999 to change the configu
ration settings. If you have problems with the serial con
nection, try checking the configuration via the network
connection.

Diagnostic Tools and Methods
Once you know the modem's working. you have to program
the sequence of messages that constitutes your application.
Depending on the application's needs, this sequence can
get complex. so it's useful to have a few simple programs
around to make sure things work the way you wanl them to.

Use a Second Serial Output
for Debugging Messages

One of the most difficult aspects of debugging a micro
controller speaking to a lantronix device is that you can't
send serial debugging messages to the Arduino or Wiring
Serial Monitor over the serial port. because it's attached
to the lantronix device. Any serial messages you send will
interfere with the communication with the server! This is a
common problem in networked microcontroller projects.
You can use the Wiring and Arduino SoftwareSerial library
to send serial debugging messages on another set of pins.
SoftwareSerial can send and receive data only at speeds
up to 9600 baud. but it's useful for debugging,

NOTE; On .. Wiring module, you <;an use tke second serial port

instead of using SQftwareSerial.

To use SoftwareSerial, you'll need two spare digital va pins
and either a USB-to-serial module or an RS-232·to-TTl
module to which you can connect them. In the previous
project you never used pins 8 and 9. so this example uses
those pins. Figure 4-10 shows a modified version of the
meter schematic with the FT232RL USB-to-serial module
added to pins 8 and 9 for use with SoftwareSerial,
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Data protocols for the IR remote controls of most home
electronics vary from manufacturer to manufacturer. To
decode them. you need to know both the carrier frequency
and the message structure. Most commerciallR remote
control devices operate using a carrier wave between
38 and 40 kHz. The frequency of the carrier wave limits
the rate at which you can send data on that wave, so IR
transmission is usually done at a low data rate. typically
between 500 and 2000 bits per second. It's not great
for high·bandwidth data transmission, but if you're only
sending the values of a few pushbuttons on a remote,
it's acceptable. Unlike the serial protocols you've seen so
far in this book. IR protocols do not all use an 8·bit data
format. For example, Sony's Control-S protocoi has three
formats: a 12-bit, a IS-bit. and a 20-bit format Philips' RCS
format. common to many remotes. uses a 14-bit format.

If you have to send or receive remote control signals, you'll
save a lot of time by looking for a specialty IR modulator

chip to do the job. rather than trying to recreate the
protocol yourself. Fortunately. there are many helpful sites
on the web to explain the various protocols. Reynoids Elec
tronics (www.rentron.com) has many helpful tutorials, and
sells a number 01 usefullR modulators and demodulators.
EPanorama has a number of useful links describing many
of the more common IR protocols at www,epanorama.

netllinks/irremote.html.

If you're building both the transmitter and receiver. your
job is fairly straightforward, You just need an oscillator
through which you can pass your serial data to an infrared
LED. and a receiver that listens for the carrier wave and
demoduiates the data signal. It's possible to build your
own IR modulator using a 555 timer IC. but there are a
number of inexpensive modules you can buy to modulate
or demodulate an IR signal, as shown in this next project

x

Making Infrared Visible

Even though you can't see Infrared light. cameras can. If you're not sure Whether your IR LED is worllina:, one quick way to

check is to point the LED at a camera and look at tha resultinll image. You'll Me the LEO lighl up. HNe's a look al the IR LED in a

home remote control.viawed throl.lgh a webc<1m attacht<l to a pel'$Onal computer. You can even see this in the LCD viewfinder

of a digital cam.flI. If you 1'1' Ihis with your IR LED. you may need to turn thelighls down to see this effect.

';: Having a camera at hand is useful when troubleshooting IR proiects.
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" How Radio Works
Radio relies on the electrical property called induction. Any
time you vary the electrical current in a wire. you generate
a corresponding magnetic field that emanates from the
wire. This changing magnetic field induces an electrical
current in any other wires in the field. The frequency of the
magnetic field is the same as the frequency of the current
in the original wire. This means that if you want to send a
signal without a wire. you can generate a changing current
in one wire at a given frequency and attach a circuit to the
second wire to detect current changes at that frequency.
That's how radio works.

The distance that you can transmit a radio signal depends
on the signal strength. the sensitivity of the receiver. the
nature of the antennas. and any obstacles that block the
signal. The stronger the original current and the more
sensitive the receiver. the farther apart the sender and
receiver can be. The two wires act as antennas. Any
conductor can be an antenna. but some work better than
others. The length and shape of the antenna and the
frequency of the signal all affect transmission. Antenna
design is a whole field of study on its own. so I can't do it
justice here. but a rough rule of thumb for a straight wire
antenna is as follows:

Antenna length
5.616 in. / frequency in MHz

Antenna length
14.266.06 cm. / frequency MHz

For more information. consult the technical specifications
for the specific radios you're using. Instructions on making
a good antenna are common in a radio's documentation.

Radio Transmission: Digital and Analog
As with everything else in the microcontroller world. it's
important to distinguish between digital and analog radio
transmission. Analog radios simply take an analog elec
trical signal such as an audio signal. and superimpose it
on the radio frequency in order to transmit it. The radio
frequency acts as a carrier wave. carrying the audio signal.
Digifal radios superimpose digital signals on the carrier
wave. so there must be a digital device on either end to
encode or decode those signals. In other words. digital
radios are basically modems. converting digital data to
radio signals. and radio signals back into digital data.

Radio Interference
Though radio is omnidirectional. it can be blocked by
obstacles. particularly metal ones. A large metal sheet. for
example. will reflect a radio signal rather than allowing it to
pass through. This principle is used not only in designing
antennas. but also in designing shields. If you've ever cut
open a computer cable and encountered a thin piece of
foil wrapped around the inside wires. you've encountered
a shield. Shields are used to prevent random radio signals
from interfering with the data being transmitted down a
wire. A shield doesn·t have to be a solid sheet of metal.
though. A mesh of conductive metal will block a radio
signal as well. if the grid of the mesh is small enough. The
effectiveness of a given mesh depends on the frequency
it's designed to block. In fact. it's possible to block radio
signals from a whole space by.surrounding the space with
an appropriate shield and grounding the shield. You'lI hear
this referred to as making a Faraday cage. A Faraday cage
is just an enciosure that's shielded to be radio·free. The
effect is named after the physicist Michael Faraday. who
first demonstrated and documented it.

Sometimes radio transmission is blocked by unintentional
shields. If you're having trouble getting radio signals
through. look for metal that might be shielding the signal.
Transmitting from inside a car can sometimes be tricky
because the car body acts as a Faraday cage. Putting the
antenna on the outside of the car improves reception.
This is true for just about every radio housing.

All kinds of electrical devices emit radio waves as side
effects of their operation. Any alternating current can
generate a radio signal. even the AC that powers your
home or office. This is why you get a hum when you
lay speaker wires in parallel with a power cord. The AC
signal is inducing a current in the speaker wires. and
the speakers are reproducing the changes in current as
sound. Likewise. it's why you may have trouble operating
a wireless data network near a microwave oven. Wi-Fi
operates at frequencies in the gigahertz range. That range

is commonly called the microwave range. because the
wavelength of those signals is only a few micrometers
long. Microwave ovens use those same frequencies.
transmilled at very high power. to cook food. Some of
that energy leaks from the oven at low power. which is
why you get all kinds of radio noise in the gigahertz range

around a microwave.



























, XBEE/USB Jumpel'5 set to left

_ XBEE/USB Jumpers ....t 10 right
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.. at left, above

t4 Figure 6-7

Ardulno XBee sllieid. Tile XBEElUSB jumpers
are set to the left to connect the radio's TX

to the Arduino's RX. and vice versa,

.. above

:t Figure 6·8
Arduino module witll the microoontrolier

removed. In tllisconfiguration, tile Arduino
can act as a USB-to-serial converter.

.. at left. below

t4 Fieure 6·9

Arduino XBee shield. Tile XBEE/USB jumpers

are set 10 the rigllt so tllat the XBee's TX

connects directly to the FTOI cllip's RX. and

vice versa. There is no microconlroller chip
on the board underneath the shield.
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MATERIALS

» 1 USB-to-TTL Rrial adaptor You'll use this for

testing only, just as you did in the last project.

Solar cell Circuit
» lsolderless breadboard such as Digi-Key part

number 438-1045-ND. or Jameco part number 20601
» 1 MaxStream XBee OEM RF module part number

GC-WLM-XB24-A
» 13.3V regulator The LD1ll7-33V (SparkFun part

number COt.,H>(526) or the MIC2940A-3.3WT
(Digi-Key part number 576-1134-ND) worIl; well.

» 12mm breakout board The XBee modules listed
here have pins spaced 2mm apart. To use them on a
breadboard, you' II need a breakout board that shifts
the spacing to 0.1 inches. SparkFun's Breakout
Board for XBee Module (BOB-08276) does the trick.

» 2 rows of O.l-lnch header pins as available from
most electronics retailers.

» 2 2mm female header rows Samtec part number
MMS-llO-Ol-L·SV. Samtec.like many part makers.
supplies free samples 01 this part in small quantities.
SparkFun sells these as part number PRT-08272.

» 11lJF capacitor Digi·Key part number PI0312-ND
» 110lJF capacitor SparkFun part number

CDM.Q0523. Digi-Key part number PIl212-ND
» 3 4700lJF electrolytic capacitors Dlgl'Key pari

number 493-1088-NO. Other vendors carry these. too.
» 1 MAX82l2 voltage monitor. You can order free

samples from Maxim (....ww.maxim-ic.com) or order
it from Digi-Key. part number MAX8212CPA+-NO,

» llOkO resistor
» 3100kO resistors
» 1 4.7kO resistor
• Ilk{} resistor
• 1 2N3906 PNP-type tntnsistor such as Digi-Key

part nurTtier 2N3906D26ZCT-ND. Of' SparkFun
part number COM-D0522

» 2 LEOs
» 1 solar cell SparkFun part number PRT-07840 works

at an acceptable voltage. and can produce enough
curreot on its own to power the radio.

XPort radio circuit
This is identical to the radio circuit in the previous project.

» 1 Lantronix embedded device server Available
from many vendors. including Symmetry part number
CO-El·1lAA (Micro). WMllAOOO2-01 (WiMicro). or
XPl001001-03R (XPort). This example uses an XPort.

» 1 RJ45 breakout board SparkFun part number
BOB-OOn6 (needed only if you're using an XPort)

• 1 soldertess readboard such as Digi-Key part
number 438-1045-ND. or Jameco part number 20601

» 1 MaxStream XBee OEM RF module part number
GC-WLM-XB24-A

» 1 3.3V regulator The LD1ll7·33V (SparkFun part
number COM-00526) and the MIC2940A-3.3WT
(Digl·Key part number 576-1134-ND) work well.

» 12mm breakout board SparkFun's Breakout Board
for XBee Module (808-08276)

• 2 rows of O.1-Inch header pins
» 2 2mm female header rows Samtec part number

MMS-llO-Ol-L'SV, SparkFun sells these as part
number PRT-08272.

» 11lJF capacitor Digi-Key part number P10312-NO
» 110lJF capacitor Sparkfun part number

COM-Q0523. or Digi-Key pari number Pll212-NO
» 2 LEOs
» 1 reset switch Any momentary switch such as

SparkFun's ooM·00097 or Digi-Key's SW400·ND.

Relay radio circuit
This circuit is just an xBee radio by itself. powered by
a 9V battery.

» 1 solderless breadboard such as DigJ'Key part
number 438-I045-ND. or Jameco part number 20601

» 1 Maxstream XBee OEM RF module available
from http://www.maxstream.net.orhttp:/Iwww.
gridconnect.com. part number GC-WLM·XB24-A

» 13.3V regulator. The lO1ll7-33V (SparkFun part
number COM-(0526) or the MIC2940A-3.3WT
(Digi-Key part no. 576-1134-ND) will work well.

» 12mm breakout board. SpaMun's Breakout Board
lor XBee Module (BOB-08276)

» 2 rows of O_I-lnch header pIns
» 2 2mm female header rows Samtec part number

MMS-llO-Ol-L-SV. SparkFun sells these as part
number PRT-082n_

» 2lEOs
» 2 4JF capacitors Dlgi-Key part number PI0312-ND
» 110lJF capacitor SparXfun part oumber

COM.Q0523. or Digi-Key part number Pll212-ND
» 1 9V battery clip
» 19V battery You can use 3 or 4 AA batteries as well.

if you have a battery holder for them.
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" Conclusion
Sessionless networks can be really handy when you're just passing short messages
around and don't need a lot of acknowledgment. They involve a lot less work, because

you don't have to maintain the connection. They also give you a lot more freedom

in how many devices you want to address at once.

As you can see by comparing the two projects in this
chapter, there's not a lot of work to be done to switch from
directed messages and broadcast messages when you're
making a sessionless network. It's best to default to directed
messages when you can, in order to reduce the traffic for
those devices that don't need 10 get every message.

Now that you've got a good grasp of both session-based
and sessionless networks, the next chapters switch
direction slightly to talk abOut two other activities
connecting networks to the physical world: location

and identification.
X









viewer in an undefined two-dimensional space, now all you
have to do is to determine his proximity to one of several
points in the room. Instead of building a tracking system,
you can now just place a proximity sensor near each
object and look up which he's near, and read how near he
is. You're using a combination of spatial organization and
technology to simplify the task. You can make your job
even easier by giving him visual, auditory, and behavioral
cues to interact appropriately. He's no longer passive; he's
now an active participant in the work.

Or take a different example: let's say you're designing
a mobile phone city guide application for tourists that
relies on knowing the phone's position relative to nearby
cell towers to determine the phone's position. What do
you do when you can't get a reliable signal from the cell
towers? Perhaps you ask the tourist to input the address
she's at. or the postal code she's in, or some other nearby
cue. Then your program can combine that data with
the location based on the last reliable signal it received,
and determine a better result. In these cases, and in all
location-based systems. it's important to incorporate
human talents in the system to make it better.

OStep 2: Know the Environment
Before you can determine where you are, you need to
determine your environment. For any location, there
are several ways to describe it. For example. you could
describe a street corner in terms of its address, its latitude
and longitude, its postal code, or the businesses nearby.
Which of these coordinates you choose depends in part on
the technology you have on hand to determine it. If you're
making the mobile city guide described earlier. you might
use several different ones: the nearest cell transmitter 10.
the street address. and the nearby businesses might all
work to define the location. In this case, as in many. your
job in designing the system is to figure out how to relate
one system of coordinates to another in order to give
some meaningful information,

Mapping places to coordinate systems is a lot of work. so
most map databases are incomplete. Geocoding allows
you to look up the latitude and longitude of most any U.S.
street address. It doesn't work everywhere in the U.S.. and
it doesn·t work most places outside the U.S. because the
data hasn·t been gathered and put in the public domain
for everywhere. Geocoding depends on having an accurate
database of names mapped to locations. If you don't
agree on the names. you're out of luck. The Virtual Terrain
Project (www,vterrain,org)hasagoodlistofgeocoding
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resources for the US and international locations at www.
vterrain.org/Culture/geocoding.html. Geocoder. net oilers
a free US-based lookup at www.geocoder.net.andWorldkit
offers an extended version that also looks up international
cities. at www.worldkit.orglgeocooer.

Street addresses are the most common coordinates that
are mapped to latitude and longitude. but there are other
systems that'd be useful to have physical coordinates
for as well. For example. mobile phone cell transmitters
all have physical locations, It would be handy to have
a database of physical coordinates for those towers.
However. cell towers are privately owned by mobile
telephone carriers. so detailed data about the tower
locations is proprietary. and the data is not in the public
domain. Projects such as CeliSpotling (www.cellspotting.
com) attempt to map cell towers by using GPS·equipped
mobile phones running custom software. As there are
many dillerent mobile phone operating systems. even
developing the software to do the job is a huge challenge.
Open source cell geocoding is still in its infancy, so finding
a complete database is difficult.

IP addresses don't map exactly to physical addresses,
because computers can move. Nevertheless, there are
several geocoding databases for IP addresses. These work
on the assumption that routers don't move a lot. so if you
know the physical location of a router. then the devices
gaining access to the Net through that router can't be too
far away. The accuracy oflP geocoding is limited, but it
can help you determine a general area of the world. and
sometimes even a neighborhood or city block, where a
device on the Internet is located. Of course, IP lookup
doesn"! work on private IP addresses. In the next chapter.
you'll see an example that combines network identity and
geocoding.

You can develop your own database relating physical
locations to cultural or network locations. if the amount of
information you need is small. or you have a large group
of people to do the job. But generally. it's better to rely on
existing infrastructures when you can.

OStep 3: Acquire and Refine
Once you know where you're going to look. there are
two tasks that you have to do continually: acquire a new
position, and refine the position's accuracy. Acquisition
gives a rough position. Acquisition usually starts by iden
tifying which device on a network is the center of activity.
In the interactive installation example des<;ribed earlier.
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" Conclusion
When you start to develop projects that use location systems, you usually find that
less is more. It's not unusual to start a project thinking you need to know position.

distance. and orientation. then pare away systems as you develop the project.

The physical limitations of the things you build and the spaces you build them in
solve many problems for you.

This effect. combined with your users' innate ability to
locate and orient themselves. makes your job much easier.
Before you start to solve all problems in code or electron·
ics. put yourself physically in the place you're building for.
and do what you intend your users to do. You'll learn a lot
about your project. and save yourself lime, aggravation.
and money.

The examples in this chapter are all focused on a solitary
person or object. As soon as you introduce multiple par
ticipants.location and identification become more tightly
connected. because you need to know whose signal is
coming from a given location. or what location a given
speaker is at. In the next chapter. you'lI see methods
crossing the line from physical identity to net\vork identity.

X
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" Physical Identification
The process of identifying physical objects is such a fundamental part of our experience

that we seldom think about how we do it. We use our senses, of course: we look at. feel,

pick up, shake and listen to, smell. and taste objects until we have a reference for them

- then we give them a label. The whole process relies on some pretty sophisticated

work by our brains and bodies, and anyone who's ever dabbled in computer vision

or artificial intelligence in general can tell you that teaching a computer to recognize

physical objects is no small feat. Just as it's easier to determine location by having a

human being narrow it down for you, it's easier to distinguish objects computationally

jf you can limjt the field. and if you can label the important objects.

Just as we identify things using infOfmation from our
senses. so do computers. They can identify physical
objects only by using information from their senSOf'S, Two
of the best-known digital identification techniQues are

optical recognition and radio frequency identification, or
RFID, Optical recognition can take many forms, from video
color tracking and shape recognition to the ubiQuitous bar
code. Once an object has been recognized by a computer,
the computer can give it an address on the network.

The network identity of a physical object can be centrally
assigned and universally available. Of it can be provisional.
It can be used only by a small subset of devices on a
larger network Of used only fOf a short time. RFID is an
interesting case in jX)Inl. The RFlD tag pasted on the side
of a book may seem li\(e a universal marker. but what it
means depends on who reads il. The owner of a stOfe may
assign that tag's number a place in his inventory, but to
the consumer who buys it. it means nothing unless she
has a tool to read it and a database in which to categorize
it. She has no way of knowing what the number meant to
the store owner unless she has access to his database.
Perhaps he linked thatlD tag number to the book's litle, or
to the date on which it arrived in the store. Once it leaves
the stOfe, he may delete it from his database. so it loses
all meaning to him. The consumer. on the other hand, may
link it to entirely different data in her own database. Of:she
may choose to ignore it entirely. relying on other means
to identify it. In other words. there is no central database
linking RFID tags and the things they're attached to. Of
who's possessed them.

like locations, identities become more uniQuely descrip
tive as the context they describe becomes larger. For
eJl:ample. knowing that my name is Tom doesn't give you
much to eo on. Knowing my last name narrows it down
some more, but how effective that is depends on where
you're looking. In the United Slates, there are dozens of
Tom Igoes. In New York, there are at least three. When you
need a uniQue identifier, you might choose a universal
label. like using my Social Security number, or you migtlt
choose a provisional label. like calling me "Fraok's son
Tom.- Which you choose depends on your needs in a
given situation. Ukewise. you may choose to identify
physical objects on a network using universal identifiers,
or you might choose to use provisional labels in a given
temporary situation.

The capabilities assigned to an identifier can be nuid as
well. Taking the RFID example again: in the store. a given
tag's number might be enough to set off alarms at the
entrance gates or to cause a cash register to add a price
to your total purchase. In another store, that same tag
might be assigned no capabilities at all, even if it's using
the same protocol as other lags in the store. Confusion
can set in when different contexts use similar identifiers.
Have you ever left a store with a purchase and tripped
the alarm. only to be waved on by the Clerk who forgot to
oeactivate the tag on your purchase? Try walking into a
Barnes & Noble bookstore with jeans you just bought at a
Gap store anet you're likely to trip the alarms because the
two compames use the same RFID tags, but don't always
set their security systems to fitter out tags that are not in
their inventory.
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Video color ....cognitl<1fl In
Processing. using the cod"
in ProJ&Ct 2L This simpl"
sketch worlls well with
vibrantly pink monkeys.

Video Identification
All video identification relies on the same basic method:
the computer reads a camera's image and stores it as a
two-dimensional array of pixels. Each pixel has a char
acteristic brightness and color that can be measured
using anyone of a number of palettes: red-green-blue is a
common scheme for video and screen-based applications.
as is hue-saturation-value. Cyan-magenta-yellow-black is
common in prinl applications. The properties of the pixels,
taken as a group. form patterns of color, brightness. and
shape. When those patterns resemble other patterns in
the computer"s memory. it can identify those patterns
as objects_

Color Recognition
Recognizing objects by color is a relatively simple process.
if you know thaI the color you're looking for is unique in
the camera's image. This technique is used in film and
television production to make superheroes fly, The actor is
filmed against a screen of a unique color. usually green. as
green isn"t a natural color for human skin. Then the pixels
of that color are removed. and the image is combined with
a background image.

Color identification can be an effective way to track physi
cal objects in a controlled environment. Assuming that
you've got a limited number of objects in the camera's view,
and each object's color is unique and doesn't change as
the lighting conditions change. you can identify each object
reasonably well. Even slight changes in lighting can change
the color of a pixel. however. so lighting conditions need to
be tightly controlled. as the following project illustrates.

X
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" Conclusion
The boundary between physical identity
and network identity always introduces

the possibility for confusion and mis

communication. No system for moving
information across that boundary is

foolproof. Establishing identity. capabil

ity. and activity are all complex tasks. and

the more that you can incorporate human

input into the situation, the better your
results will be.

Security is essential when you're transmitting identifying
characteristics, in order to maintain the trust of the people
using what you make and to keep them and yourself safe.
Once you're connected to the Internet. nothing's truly
private, and nothing's truly dosed. so learning to work
with the openness makes your life easier, In the end, keep
in mind that clear, simple ways of marking identity are
the most effective. whether they're universal or not. Many
beginners and expefienced network professionals often
get caught on this point. because they feel that idenlJty
has to be absolute. and clear to the whole world. Don·t get
caught up in how comprehensively you can identify things
at first. It doesn·t matter if you can identify someone or
somethltli to the wI'Iole world - it only matters that you
can identify them for your own purposes. Once thars
established, you·ve got a foundation on which to build.

When you start to develop projects that use location
systems. you usually lind that less is more. It's not unusual
to start a project thinking you need to know position.
distance, and orientation, then pare away systems as you
develop the project. The physical limitations of the things
you build and the spaces you build them In will solve many
problems lor you.
x
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as most applications have at least rudimentary Apple$cript
conlrols. They've also written TinkerProxy, a TeP-to-serial
proxy for Windows. See tmker.itlnow/categorylsoftwarel
for more details.

NADA
Sketchtools NADA is a proxy 1001 that takes in MIDI. serial
OSC. and other messages and sends them out to various
development environmenls like Flash. or Java, Originally
designed to work with the Phidgets line of hardware lools,
it can work with the MAKE Controller. MakingThings'
earlier Teleo tools. any MIDI device, and many others as
well. See www.sketchtools.comformoredetails.

Griffin Proxi
Griffin Proxi (Figure A-4. preceding page) is a tool that runs
variouS operating system tasks in Mac OS X in response

to events like a mouse click, keyboard hit. incoming email.
and more. You can use it to generate screen messages,
make sounds, run AppfeScripts_ write to files and send
email and test messages from various hardware devices
connected 10 your computer, See proxLgriffintechnology,
com for more details,

Girder
Girder is an operating system automator for Windows
that lets you generate serial. network and XIO events
Irom operating system evenls. Like the others, it makes
it possible to connect various operating system evenls
with network and serial messages without programming,
See www,girder,nl for delails,

X

" Mobile Phone Application Development
Mobile phone development is limited by a number of factors. To begin with, there are

many more phone operating systems than there are desktop operating systems. This

makes portability of software difficult. The learning curve for beginners is an order of
magnitude greater than what you've encountered here. In addition to that. access to

both the network and to many features of the phones is often limited by the mobile

service providers. For these reasons, I didn't include mobile phones in this book, even

though they are an exciting platform for these kinds of applications.

II you're inlerested in mobile phone application develop
ment. look into phones running the Symbian Series 60
operating system. Linux is beginning to make a strong
showing on phones, too. Most 01 these are Nokia phones.
They can run the Java Micro Edition (formerly calle<:! J2ME.
now Java ME). which is a powerful and fairly accessible
toolkit for phone programming. There is a limited variation
of Processing called Mobile Processing that runs on these
phones as well as most Java-capable phones. In addition,
Ihere is a version of the Python scripling language. Python
for Series 60 is exciting, because it allows you access to
features of the phone that Java and Mobile Processing
don·t. For example_ you can make phone calls and find the
cell tower 10 using Python. If you know Adobe's Flash pro
gramming environment. you should look into Flash Lite,
which runs on mobile phones as well.

The most productive approaches to mobile phone devel
opment lie in three directions: developing for the browser,
for SMS, and for voice and touchtone connections. For
the browser. you can use WAP/WML (Wireless Applica
lion Protocol/Wireless Markup language). or you can
use HTML. Because SMS messages can travel across
email servers. you can use the POP, IMAP, and SMTP mail

protocols you saw earlier in this book to send and transmit
them. Asterisk is an open-source private branch exchange
(PBX) for managing telephony, allowing you to make and
receive audio phone calls from a server.
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" Asterisk
Asterisk is an open source P1wate branch telephone
ellChange (PBX). It allows you to manage a phone
exchange aver an IP networ1t.lt can make and take phone
calls, save messages, play prerecorded messages to
people 'oVho call in, and offers most of the usual features
a phone account does, like caller 10. can waiting, call
blocking, and so forth, You can also make connections
between the phone and the Internet. For example, you can
allow users to control the output of a PHP script using
their touchtooe keypad. Irs not a large step from there
to having a mobile phone keypad controlling a physical
object through a lantronix device, XBee radio, Of any of
the other tools you've seen here. It runs on a Unix or linux

set"Yef". Asterisk isn't easy lor the begil"ll'lel', but irs manage
able by anyone comfortable with set"Yef"-side programming
like the PHP you've seen here. FOf rJ1O(e details on Astensk,
see www.astensk.org.

The mobile phone development landscape is cl\anging
rapidly at the moment. and by the time you're reading this.
there are likely many more tools for developing on phones,
and for using phones as a user interface to networks in
nontraditional ways. If you've enjoyed making embedded
systems talk to each other. then by all means, jump into
mobile phone programming as well.
X

" Other Microcontrollers
Though the examples in this book have all been done using Arduino and Wiring, there

are many other microcontroller platforms that you can use to do the same work, This

section is an introduction to a few others on the market. and what they're good for.

Some of these are standalone controllers that you program yourself, as you've done

with the controllers in this book. Others are designed to be connected to a personal

computer at all times. You don't have to program these, you just configure them via

serial or Ethernet. then read from their inputs and write to their outputs from your

desktop-based development environment.

Basic Stamp
Parallax (www.parallax.com) Basic Stamp and Basic
Stamp 2 (8S-2) are probably the most common microcon
trollers in the hobbyist market. Programmed in PBASIC,
they are easy to use, and include the same basic functions
as Wiring and Arduino: digital in and out. serial in and out.
PWM out. and a form 01 analog in, Their analog In is slower
than an analog-to-dfgital converter, however. In addition,
PBASIC lacks the ability to pass parameters to functions,
which makes programming many of the examples shown
in this book more difficult It's possible to do everything
you've seen here on a Basic Stamp, nowever. And there
are more code samples available on the Net fOf the 85·2
than lor just about any other controller.

BX-24
NetMedia's BX-24 controller (www.basicx.com)affords

everything that Wiring and Arduino do: in fact. it's even
based on the same microcontroller family that those two
are (the Atmel AVR controllers). It's programmed in a
variant 01 Visual BASIC (BasicX), and even includes limited
support lor multitasking. The programming environment
for it i5 available only on Windows. however. Of the various ,
Basic Stamp-like modules on the market. irs arguably the •
best. especially for tasks like the one5 found in this book.lt'st
a decent alternative for networked objects for beginners.

The BX·24 and the Basic Stamp both cost ilf"ound S50
apiece:, and by the time you've bought the starter kit.
around $100.



PIC and AVR
Microchip's PIC and Atmers AVR microcontrollers are

excellent mlcrocontrollers. You'll find the AVRs at the heart
of Arduino, Wiring, and BX-,24 controllers. and the PICs at

the heart of the Basic Stamps, The BX·,24. Basic Stamp.

Wiring. and Arduino environments are essentially wrappers

around these controllers, making them easier to work with.

To use PICs or AVRs on their own, you need a hardware

pl 081 ammer that corvtects to your computer. and you

need to install a command· line compiler. There are

BASlC and C compilers available for both microcontroller

families. The commercial PIC C and BASIC compilers tend
to be far more thoroughly developed and supported than

any open source compilers for that family. In contrast. avr·

gee. the open source compiler for the AVR controllers. is

an excellent tool, and has been expanded enthusiastically

by the community using it. In facl. it's the engine that runs

Wiring and Arduino.

If you're looking to expand to other compilers. or you
want to learn about the technical details undertying what

you've seen hel'e, www.atmel.comandwww.avrlreaks.

net are the best places to start. In addition. Pascal Stang's

AVRlib libraries for the AVR controllers offer many useful

functions: hubbard.engr.$CU.edu/avr/avrlib/. If you want

to learn more about the PIC, start al the source: www.
microchip.com. If you want a good BASIC compiler for

the PIC, check out MlcroEngineering Labs PicBasic Pro at
www.melabs.com.andifyouwantagoodcommerciaIC

compiler for it. try CCS C: www.ccsinfo.com.

Though the micfOcontroliers themselves are cheap

(between $1 and $10 apiece), getting all the tools set

up for yourself will cost you some money. It's g«Ierally

cheaper on the AVR side, as the avr-gcc is a good free
compiler, and the hardware programmers for the AVR can

be gotten for less than $100, On the PIC side, you could

spend a lew hundred dollars by the time you get a good

programmer and compiler. There's also a pretty significant

time investment in getting set up, as the tools for pro·

gramming these controllers Irom scratch assume more

knowledge than any 01 the others listed here,

Make Controller
The MAKE Controller from Make Magazine, made by
Making Things (www.makingthings.com)isapowerful

controller. It's aot built·in Ethemet. high-current drivers
for motors on its outputs, and support for multitasking

and communication via esc. At $150, it's not the least

expensive controller here, and at 3.5" x 4.5', it's not the
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smallest. but it is highly capable. With bullt·in Ethernet.

it can replace the Arduino plus Lantronix combination

handily, if your project has room for its footprint.

There are a few different ways to work With the Make

module, If you're an experienced programmer, you can set

up the compiler and development environment on your

own machine and program it in C.lf you're not. you can

interlace to it from other envifOlVTlel1tS by seocting it esc
commands, either via USB or via Ethernet. In addition.

there are some built·in fuoctions called Poly functions that

allow you to build basic applications.. Expect to see many

exciting new developments in terms of its interface in the

near future as well.

Propeller
The Parallax Propeller controller (www.parallax.coml

propeller) is similar to the Make controller, in that it·s a

more powerful controller that affords multitasking. The
programming envirorvnent for it is not for the beginner.

and rt's only available for Windows. The Propeller is
capable of generating video, handling input from keyboard

and mouse, and other tasks simultaneously. In fact.

Uncommon Projects have made the YBox (}'box.tv). a
device that overlays text from a website on a TV signal

using a Propeller and an XPort, Though there are not yet

generic examples using the Propeller 10 communicate over

Ethernet. there undoubtedly wlll be soon.

As advanced proces5Ofs continue to fall" price. you can
expect to see more modules like the Make controller and

the Propeller on the market tor hobbyists and beginners.

Phidgets
Phidgets (www.phidgets.com) is a set of sensor and
actuator modules that connect to your computer via

USB. You don't program them, you just read their inputs

and outputs from your desktop environment using Flash,

Ma){/MSP. Java, or other tools. The NADA proxy tool

mentioned earlier is designed to interface with Phidgets,

among other things. Among the Phidgets modules are a

number of useful sensors and actuators that can be used
with other microcontroller and desktop environments.

Their parts are well-desi&ned and their connectOf'S are

solid. so if you know your project is going to take some

abose, you may want to spend a little more and buy al

least your sensors from them.
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Future Technology Devices
International, ltd. +(FTDI)
FTOI makes a range 01 USB-te-serial
adaptOf" chips. including the FT232Rl
thars on many 01 the modules in
this book.
www.ftdichip.com
email: admin1@ftdichip.com
1 +44 (0) 141429 2777
w- 373 SCotland Street

Glasgow. G5 8OB. United Kingdom

Glolab
Giolab makes a range 01 electronic
kits and modules incliding 5e\Iefa1
useful RF and IR transrrutteB.
receivers. and trarrsceivers.
www.glolab.com
email: labCglolab.com

Gridconnect
Gridconnect distributes networking
products. includinglhose from
lantronix and Maxstream.
www.grldconnect.com
email: sales@gridcoonect.com
C +16302451445
I +1630 2451717
C· +1800975 GRIO (4743) U.s. toll-free
w- 1630 W. Diehl Road

Naperville. IL 60563. USA

Images SI Inc.
Images SI sells robotics and electron
ics parts. They carry a range of RFIO
parts. force-sensing resistors, stretch
sensors. gas sensors. electronic kits.
speech recognition kits. solar energy
parts. and microcontrolters.
www.imagesco.com
email: imagescoOlveriron.net
I +1-718-96&3694
I +1-718-966-3695
w- 109 Woods of Arden Road

Staten Island. NY 10312. USA

Interlink Electronics
Interlink makes force-sensJns resislOf"S.
touchpads. and other input devices.
www.interiinkeJectronics.com
email: specialty@interlink

electronics.com
C +1-805-484'8855
I' +1-805-484'8989
w- 546 Flynn Road

Camarillo. CA 93012. USA

IOGear
IOGear make computer adaptors. Their
USB-to-serial adaptOf"S are good. and
theyC3lTy F'o¥ou Iii", Ethernet products.

www.ios:ear.com
email: salesClogear.com
[.+1-866-946-4327 Toll-free

C +1-949-453-8782
C +1-949-453-8785
.." 23 Hubble Drive

Irvine. CA 92618. USA

Jameco Electronics
Jameco carries bulk and individual
electronics components. cables.
breadboards. tools. and other staples
lor the electronics hobbyist or
professional.
www.}ameco.com

1355 Shoreway Road

Belmont. CA 94002. USA
email:
domesticCjameco.com
internationalCjameco.com
custserviceOjameco.com
C +1-800·831·4242

TolI·free 24-hour order line
C +1-650·592-8097

International order line
C +1·650-592-2503/nternational
C +1-800-237-6948· Toll-free fax

C +001·800·593-1449·
Mexico toll-free fax

C +1·803-015-237-6948·
Indonesia toll-free fax
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Keyspan
Keyspan makes computer adaptors.
Their USA-191l1l series of USB-te-serial
adaptors are very handy fOf micro·
controller wor1l..
www.keyspan.com
email: info@keyspan.com
C+1-510'222-0131 Info/sales
C +1-510·222·8802 Support

C +1-510·222-0323
-oJ 4118 lakeside Dr

Richmond. CA 94806. USA

lantronix
lantronix makes the seriaI-te-Ethernet
modules used in this book: the XPort.
the WiPort. the WiMict"o. the Micro.
and many others.
www.lantronix.com
email: salesOlantronix.com
C +1-800-526-8766
C +1-949·453·3990
( +1-949·450·7249
--;" 5353 Barranca Parkway

Irvine. CA 92618. USA

libelium
Ubelium makes an XBee shield for
Arduino and other wireless products.
www.libelium.com
email: irIl00tibelium.com
'";,. LibeJlUm Comunic:aciones

Distribuldas SL.
Marla de luna 11.lnstalaciones
CEEIARAGON, C.P: 50018
Zaragoza, Spain

Linx Technologies
linx makes a number 01 RF receivers.
transmitters. and transceivers.
www.linxtechnologies.com
email: infoCtmlltechnologies.com
C +1-8QO..736-6671 U.s.
C +1-541-4n-6256lnternational
I +1-541-471-6251
-;- 159 Ort lane

Merlin. OR 97532. USA
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Software

Most of the software listed in this
book is open source. In the following
listings. anything that's not open
source is noted explicitly as a
commercial application. If there's
no note. you can assume it's open.

Arduino
Arduino is a programming environ
ment for AVR microcontrollers. It's
based on Processing's programming

interface. It runs on Mac OS X. Unux.
and Windows operating systems.
www.arduino.cc

Asterisk
Asterisk is a software private
branch exchange (PBX) manager
for telephony. It runs on Unux
and Unix operating systems,
www.asterisk.org

AVRlib
AVRtib is a library of C functions for a
variety of tasks using AVR processors.

It runs on Mac OS X. Unux. and
Windows operating systems as a
library for the avr-gcc compiler.
hubbard.engr.scu.edu/avr/avrlib/

avr-gc:c:
The GNU avr-gcc is a C compiler and
assembler for AVR microcontrollers.
It runs on Mac OS X, Unux, and
Windows operating systems.
www.avrlreaks.net/AVRGCC/

ccs c
CCS C is a commercial C compiler for
the PIC microconlroller. It runs on
Windows and Linux operating systems.
www.ccsinfo.com

Dave's Telnet
Dave's Telnet is a telnet application
for Windows.
dtelnet.sourceforge.net

Eclipse
Eclipse is an integrated development
environment (IDE) for programming
in many different languages, It's
extensible through a plugin architec
ture. and there are compiler links to
most major programming languages.
It runson MacOS X, Linux,and Windows,
www.eclipse.org

Evoc:am
Evocam is a commercial webcam
application for Mac as X.
evological.com

Exemplar
Exemplar is a tool for authoring sensor
applications through behavior rather

than through programming. II runs on
Mac OS X. Unux, and Windows operat
ing systems as a plugin for Eclipse.
hci ,slanford.edu/research/exemplar/

Fwink
Fwink is a webcam application
for Windows.
lundie.ca/fwink

Girder
Girder is a commercial home
automation application for Windows.
www.girder.nl

Java
Java is a programming language.
It runs on Mac OS X. Unux, and
Windows operating systems. and
many embedded systems as well.
java.sun.com

Mac:am
Macam is a webcam driver for
MacOSX.
https:l/sourceforge.netlproiects/
webcam-osxl

Max/MSP
Max is a commercial graphic data
flow authoring tool. II allows you
to program by connecting graphic
objects rather than writing text.
Connected with Max are MSP. a
realtime audio signal processing
library. and Jitter, a realtime video
signal processing library, It runs
on Mac OS X. Linux. and Windows
operating systems.
www.cycling74.com

Puredata (PO)
Puredata (PO) is a graphic data
flow authoring tooi. It allows you
to program by connecting graphic
objects rather than writing text.
It runs on Mac OS X, Linux. and
Windows operating systems.
puredata.Jnfo

PEAR
PEAR is the PHP Extension and
Application Repository, It hosts
extension libraries for the PHP
scripting language, including NET_

POP3 (pear.php.netlpackage/NeC
POP3). which is used in this book.
pear.php.net

PHP
PHP is a scripting language that is
especially suited for web development
and can be embedded into HTML.
It runs on Mac OS X, Unux. and
Windows operating systems.
www.php.net



PicBasic Pro
PicBasic Pro is a commercial BASIC
compiler for PIC microcontrollers.
It runs on Windows.
www.melabs.com

Processing
Processing is a programming language
and environment designed for the non
technical user who wants to program
images. animation, and interaction. It
runs on Mac OS X. Unux, and Windows.
W\vw.processing.org

Proxi
Proxi is a free (but not open source)

application for automating operating
system tasks based on events.
It runs on Mac OS X.
proxi.griffintechnology.com

Putty SSH
Putty is a telnet/SSH/serial port
client for Windows.
www.puttyssh.org

QRcode library
QRcode library is a set of libraries for
encoding and decoding QRcode 2-D
barcodes. It runs on Mac OS X, Unux,
and Windows as a library for Java.
qrcode,sourceforge.jp

Oan Shiffman's
Processing libraries
Dan Shiffman has written a number
of useful libraries lor Processing,
including the pqrcode library used
in this book (www.shiflman.net/p5/
pqrco<!e), He's also got a SFTPlibrary
(www.shiflman.net/2007/06/04/
sltp-with-java-processing/) and
a sudden-motion sensor library

for Mac OS X (www.shilfman.
net/2006/10/28/
processingsms/),

Sketchtools NAOA
NADA is a commercial proxy tool
for connecting programming environ
ments with hardware devices.
www.sketchtools.com

TinkerProxy
TinkerProxy is a TCP-to-serial proxy
application. It runs on Windows.
tinker. iVnow/category/software/

UOP library for Processing
Hypermedia's UDP library for
Processing enables you to communi
cate via UDP from Processing. It runs
on Mac OS X. Unux, and Windows
as a library for Processing.
hypermedia,loeil.orgiprocessingi

Wiring
Wiring is a programming environ
ment for AVR microcontroliers. It's
based on Processing's programming
interface. It runs on Mac OS X. Linux,
and Windows operating systems.
www.wiring.org.co
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Service Discovery Protocol. 71
session. 149
shape recognition. 301
shields

Arduino,36
Arduino XBee.196-197
radio. 184

Simple Mail Transport Protocol
(SMTP). See SMTP

SitePlayer, 358
Sjaastad. Mosse. 294-295
sketches. 24
Sklar. David. 32
SMS text messaging, 354-355
SMTP,92
Sniff. 294-295
sockets. 149
software

interface. defined,18
Processing. 24-26
suppliers. 366-367
terminal emulatioo programs. 32-34
X'CTU, 226-227

SoftwareSerial.139-142
solar cell data project

circuits. 250-254
graphing, 254-258
overview. 250
programming. 254-258
radio settings. 250

solder, 22-23
soldering iron. 22-23
solderless breadboard. 22-23
Sridhar. Sonali. 260-261
Sriskandarajah. Sai. 218-219
ssh.27
star network model, 82-83
Strang, John, 30
subnet mask. 85. 122
suppliers. xii. 362-367
switches. network. 83
synchronous serial communication.

50-51

T
tags, RFID. 305-307
tail. 62
TCP

packet switching. 86
socket connections. 149

TCP/iP stack. 116
telnet. 27

Dave's. 89
linux. ISO
Mac as X.150
Windows. 150

Terminal,27
terminal emulation programs, 32-34
test leads. 22-23
testing serial-to-Ethernet modules,

139-145
text messaging, 354-355
time division multiplexing. 185
Tinker.it,351-352
TinkerProxy, 351-352
Todino-Gongue!. Grace. 30
tools

overview. 21-23
remote access. command-line

interface. 26-30
serial communication. 32-34
software. overview, 24-32
suppliers. 362-365

toxic chemical sensor project
circuits. 230, 232-238
overview. 228-229
programming, 238-245
radio settings, 231-232

transceivers
Bluetooth transceiver project.

207-216
defined,19.179
duplex radio transmission project.

193-206
radio. overview, 192

Transmission Control Protocol (rCP).
SeeTCP

transmitter-receiver pair project
infrared. 181-183
radio. 186-191

transmitters. defined, 179
transport layer. packet switching. 86
triangulation, 277
trilateration, 277-283
troubleshooting
infrared,180
serial-to-Ethernet modules, 139-145
TTL serial protocol. 52
two-dimensional bar codes. 302,

303-305

INDex 425

U
UDP

Lantronix. datagrams. 246-249
lantronix. querying for, 223-225
overview. 222
packet switching. 86
TCP, 149

ultrasonic distance ranger project,
268-271

Uncommon Projects. 114-115
Unibrain's fire-I FireWire Camera, 94
Unicode. 60
Universal Product Code (UPC). 302
Universal Serial Bus (USB) protocol.

52-53
UPC.302
updates

Arduino.37
Wiring. 37
XBee firmware. 226-227

uploading images. catcam, 94-97
Urban Sonar, 218-219
USB

cables. common. 22-23
cameras. 94-95
protocol. 52-53

User Datagram Protocol (UDP).
See UDP

V
variable resistors See analog sensors

(variable resistors)
variables

email environment. 330-332
HTTPenvironment.326-328
instance. 164
Processing. 26

vendors. xii. 362-367
video identification

bar code recognition. 301-302
bar code recognition project.

303-305
color recognition. 297. 301
color recognition project. 298-300
overview. 297
shape and pattern recognition. 301

viewing infrared. ISO
voltage

divider circuit. 42-45
regulators, 22-23. 44-46
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browsing. 87-91
page. air Quality meter project.

129-131
page. networ1<ed cat project. 94-97
scraping. 126. 129-131

webcams
bar code recognition project.

303-305
color recognition project. 298-300
networked cat project. 94-95

When J1Iitl8s Start to Think. ix
Wi-Fi.217
WiMlCro.1l6-117

W"""'"
Bluetooth password for pairing. 74
Bluetooth negotiation. 77
network settings. 84-85
ping. 86-87
PuTTY. 27. 32-33
serial communicalion. 32-33
telnet. 89.150
upgrading XBee firmware. 226-227
webcam. 94-95

WiPort. 42. 116-117
wire

hookup, commoo. 22-23
stripper. 22-23

wireless
Bluetooth transceiver project.

207-216
B1uetooth. Monski Pong project.

71-74
duplex radIO transrT'llS$ion project.

193-206
infrared overview. 179-180
limitations. 178
Monskl Pong project. 71-74
overview. 178
radio overview. 179. 184-185
solar cell data project. 250-258
lransmitter-recetVef pair project.

infrared. 181-183
transmitter'receiver pair project.

radio. 186-191
Wi·Fi. 217

Wiring
analog input circuit. 42-46
Arduino. compared With. 36

Wiring (continued)
basic circuits, 42-46
blink example program. 40
digital Input ClI'CUit. 42-46
forums. 40
installation. 37-39
overview. 34-44
serial example program. 41-42
updates. 37
voltage diVider circuit, 42-45
wiring comporlE!nts. 42-44

X
X10.318
XBee

802.15.4 messages. 225-226
duplex radio transmission project.

193-206
new. 358
RSSI project. 273-275
solar ceU data project. 250-258
toxic chemical sensor project.

228-245
upgrading firmware. 226-227

X.....
new. 358
oyerview. 42. 116-117
soJar cell data project. 250-258
toxic chemical sensor project.

228-245
UDP datagrams. Lantronix.

249-249
:derm.27

y
yaw. 288
Y8ox.1I4-115

Z
ZigBee. 193·206

mesh networking. 251
senal terminal. 198·206
wireless commumcalJon.l78
X8ee 802.15.4 rJlOCkJles.193

Zipper Orchestra. 48-49
Zygotes. 176-177
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